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The rise of the space theory of the twentieth century is in the context of
globalization.From Foucault and Lefebvre to Harvey,Jameson and Edward Soja, th-
ese western theorists continued to explore and research the space theory.The
theoretical results in this area have a great impact on many areas,including
sociology,philosophy,political science and literature.This article aims to introduce and
combine the development context of the space theory,focusing on the relations
between different theorists and trying to point out the important position of the space
theory in contemporay theoretical area. What is more,the article will introduce the
research done by Benjamin in cultural studies and Mike Crang’s research of the
cultural geography in the context of contemporay space theory. In addition,the article
will examine four critical methods in the study of the relationships between literature
and space.In this aricle I will take “Text for Space”and “Space for Text” as the main
arguments in order to elaborate the complex relationship between space and
literature.Meanwhile, I demonstrate some examples of the practice of spatial criticism
and explain the applicability of space theory in literature study and its important
methodological significance with the aim of attemptting to expand the traditional
literary criticism.Most importantly, during the research process we can enrich our
angles of the understanding of modernity.
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